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Abstract

Capturing application semantics and allowing a human

analyst to express his focus in mining have been the

motivation for several recent studies on constrained mining.

In this paper, we introduce and study the problem of

constrained clustering|�nding clusters that satisfy certain

user-speci�ed constraints. We argue that this problem arises

naturally in practice. Two types of constraints are discussed

in this paper. The �rst type of constraints are imposed by

physical obstacles that exist in the region of clustering. The

second type of constraints are SQL constraints which every

cluster must satisfy. We provide a prelimary introduction

to both types of constraints and discuss some techniques for

solving them.

1 Introduction

Cluster analysis, which groups data for �nding over-

all distribution patterns and interesting correlations

among data sets, has numerous applications in pat-

tern recognition, spatial data analysis, image pro-

cessing, market research, etc. Cluster analysis has

been an active area of research in computational

statistics and data mining, with many e�ective and

scalable clustering methods developed recently.

These methods can be categorized into partition-
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ing methods [KR90, NH94, BFR98], hierarchical

methods [KR90, ZRL96, GRS98, KHK99], density-

based methods [EKSX96, ABKS99, HK98], grid-

based methods [WYM97, SCZ98, AGGR98], and

model-based methods [SD90, Fis87, CS96, Koh82].

In the context of GIS, cluster analysis can be very

useful in identifying groups of similar points on the

map and performing detail analysis of each group.

This can be useful for tasks like facilities planning

since a facility can then be allocated to serve each

group of objects separately.

Unfortunately, the task of planning the location

of facilities is usually quite complicated since users

could like to enforce some constraints when per-

forming such a task. One possible constraint might

be due to the existence of obstacles in the clustering

region. Let us illustrate this with an example.

Example 1.1 A bank manager wishes to locate 4

ATMs in the area shown in Figure 1a to serve

the customers who are represented by points in the

�gure. In such a situation however, obstacles may

exist in the area which should not be ignored. This

is because ignoring these obstacles will result in

clusters like those in Figure 1b which are obviously

wrong. Since cluster C1 for example is split by a

river, some customers on one side of the river will

have to travel a long way to the allocated ATM on

the other side of the river. 2

Besides constraints imposed by obstacles, users

can also face constraints due to operational require-

ment as follows.

Example 1.2 Consider a package delivery com-

pany which is seeking to use a GIS to help de-
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(a) Customers' location and obstacles.
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(b) Clusters formed when ignoring

obstacles.

Figure 1: Planning the location of ATMs

termine the locations for k service stations in a

city. Suppose the GIS contains the information of

customers based on the scheme: customer(Name,

AddrXcoord,AddrY coord, MemberType,

AvgMonthChg). The company may formulate

this location selection problem as an instance of

the clustering problem, using the address �elds

AddrXcoord and AddrY coord to de�ne the dis-

tance function df().

Suppose further that the company has two kinds

of customers in consideration: gold customers,

who need frequent, regular services, and ordinary

customers, who require occasional services. In

order to save the cost and provide good service,

the manager may add the following constraints:

(1) that each station should serve at least 50

gold customers; and (2) that each station should

serve at least 5000 ordinary customers. With

the constraints, this becomes an instance of the

constrained clustering problem. 2

As can be seen, the problem of constrained

clustering is a very practical problem faced by the

users who are not given ways to specify the type

of clusters that they want to discovered. In view

of this, we introduce the notion of constrained

clustering in this paper and introduce some initial

work which is being done to address these problems.

The organization of the rest of this paper is as

follows. In the next section, we will give an

introduction to the problem of clustering with

obstacles entities. We will described techniques

which are used to improve the scalability of our

algorithm when obstacle constraints are taken into

consideration. In Section 3, we will look at

the problem of clustering with SQL aggregate

constraints and discuss some prelimary work on

clustering with such constraints. We will conclude

our paper with Section 4.

2 Clustering with Obstacle Entities

(COE)

In order to solve the problem shown in Example 1.1,

let us �rst formally de�ned the problem as follows.

De�nition 2.1 We are given a set P of n points

fp1; p2; :::; png and a set O of m non-intersecting

obstacles fo1; :::; omg in a two dimensional region,

R. Each obstacle oi is represented by a simple

polygon with oi:nv sides and each vertex of the

polygon is denoted as oi:vj , 1 � j � oi:nv.

The distance, df(p; q) between any two points, p

and q is de�ned as the length of the shortest

Euclidean path from p to q without cutting through

any obstacles. To distinguish this distance from

the direct Euclidean distance, we will refer to this

distance as obstructed distance in this paper. Our

objective is to partition P into k clusters Cl1; :::; Clk

such that the following square-error function, E, is

minimized:

E =
Pk

i=1

P
p2Cli

d2(p;mi)

In order to solve the above problem, a trivial

solution is to argue that obstacles in e�ect only

cause a change in the distance function and thus

can be hidden from the actual clustering algorithm

by simply providing a di�erent distance function

call to it. However our work in [THH00] shows that



a clustering algorithm which takes these obstacles

into consideration can in fact be optimized to

improve clustering eÆciency.

In [THH00], we developed a clustering algorithm

called COE-CLARANS to handle clustering with

obstacles. COE-CLARANS is an improved version

of CLARANS in [NH94] which is a k-medoid

clustering algorithm. The CLARANS algorithm

�rst randomly chooses k objects as the set of cluster

centers, current. It then assigns the rest of the

objects to the nearest cluster center and compute

the square-error function E for the initial solution.

A search is then done for a better solution by taking

each cluster center following randomize order and

trying to replace it with another randomly selected

object not in current. If a better solution is found,

i.e,. a lower value of E is computed for the new

solution, current is set to the new solution and the

whole process is repeated with the new current.

For each cluster center, the attempt to �nd a

better solution by center replacment is repeated

maxneighbor times and the best solution is kept.

If no better solution is found after maxneighbor

attempts on all the k cluster centers, it is concluded

that a local minima is reached. This process repeats

numlocal times and the best local minima that is

found will be output as the solution.

There are however certain issues which must be

addressed in order to adopt CLARANS to cluster

objects with obstacle constraints imposed. As

can be seen, CLARANS is a generate-and-test

algorithm which frequently recompute the square-

error function E for testing a generated solution.

To perform this operation, a scan must be done

through the n objects to compute their distance

from their cluster center. If the objects are stored

in secondary storage, high I/O cost will be incurred.

Furthermore, since the solution is generated by

randomly picking another object to replace a cluster

center, there is a good chance that it is not a

better solution and thus does not justify the time

spent on computing E. In the case of clustering

with obstacles, such overhead is even higher as the

obstacles have complicated the distance function.

In order to overcome these problems, the following

two approaches are adopted.

First, a pre-clustering step similar to those in

BIRCH [ZRL96], ScaleKM [BFR98] and CHAMELEON

[KHK99] is taken to group the objects into a set of

micro-clusters. Ganti et. al. in [GGR99] gives an

analogy to pre-clustering as follow:

"... if each data point is a marble on a table

top, we replace clusters of marbles by tennis

balls and then look for clusters of tennis

balls."

A micro-cluster is the tennis ball in the analogy.

It is a group of points which are so close to each

other that they are very likely to belong to the

same cluster. To compress the data set, a point

from each micro-cluster is selected to represent the

micro-cluster. Since the size of these representative

points is much smaller than the actual data set,

they could be clustered using the COE-CLARANS

algorithm in the main memory. To facilitate the

clustering, information about the micro-cluster are

stored together with the representative points. This

information would include statistic like the number

of points in the micro-cluster, the diameter of the

micro-cluster, etc.

Second, to avoid the unnecessary computation

of the square-error function E, an initial lower

bound of E, E0, is �rst computed. If E0 is

already higher than the best solution so far, then

the generated solution can never be better than the

best solution and thus can be abandoned without

the need for E to be computed. To compute

E0, we underestimate the distance between the

randomly chosen center orandom and the micro-

clusters by using direct Euclidean distance instead

of the obstructed distance. By doing so, each micro-

clusters so formed will fall into one of the following

categories:

1) p is correctly assigned to orandom.

Since the direct Euclidean distance between p and

orandom must be shorter than the obstructed dis-

tance between p and orandom, we have underesti-

mate the actual distance between p and orandom.

2) p is wrongly assigned to orandom.

Let oi be the cluster center that p should rightfully

be assigned to. Since p is assigned to orandom

instead, the direct Euclidean distance between p



and orandom must be shorter than the obstructed

distance between p and oi which is computed before

the iteration begins. Thus, we have underestimated

the actual distance between p and oi.

3) p is not assigned to orandom.

Since the obstructed distance of p to the rest of

the k � 1 cluster centers oj is computed before the

iteration begin, the distance used to compute E0

must be correct.

As we can see, for all the three categories,

we either underestimate or compute correctly the

obstructed distance of a micro-cluster p to its

nearest cluster center. As such E0 must be a lower

bound for the actual square-error function E.

By adopting the above two approaches, we are

able to make our algorithm scalable for a large

number of objects and a moderate number of

obstacles. We illustrate the di�erence between

clustering with obstacles and without obstacles in

Figure 2. Further details of our work in this area

can be found in [Hou99].

3 Clustering Under SQL Aggregate

Constraints

In order to handle the type of constraints that we

seen in Example 1.2, we look into the problem

of clustering under SQL aggregate constraints in

[TNLH00]. We de�ne SQL aggregate constraints as

follows.

De�nition 3.1 (SQL Aggregate Constraints)

Let each object pi in the database D be associated

with a set of m attributes fa1; : : : ; amg. The value

of an attribute aj of an object pi is denoted as pi[aj ].

Let the aggregate functions agg1 2 fmax();min();

avg(); sum()g and agg2 2 fcount()g. Let � be

a comparator function, i.e., � 2 f<;�; 6=;=;�; >

g, and c represent a numeric constant. Given a

cluster Cl, an SQL aggregate constraint on Cl

is a constraint in one of the following forms: (i)

agg1(fpi[aj ] j pi 2 Clg) � c; or (ii) agg2(Cl) � c. 2

While solving some of these SQL constraints can

be rather complicated, a large number of them could

however be reduced to a type of constraints called

existential constraints de�ned as follows.

(a) Clustering when considering obstacles.

(b) Clustering when Ignoring Obstacles.

Figure 2: How Obstacles a�ect clusters.

De�nition 3.2 (Existential Constraints) LetW �

D be any subset of objects. We often call them

pivot objects. Let c be a positive integer. An ex-

istential constraint on a cluster Cl is a constraint

of the form: count(fpijpi 2 Cl; pi 2 Wg) � c. 2



By examining the class of SQL constraints that

we have de�ned, we can see that some of the SQL

constraints can be easily reduced to an existential

constraint. For example, \count(Cl) � c" is in fact

a special case of existential constraints in which all

objects are pivot objects. Similarly, a constraint

like \max(fpi[aj ] j pi 2 Clg) � d" can also be

reduced to an existential constraint in which the

pivot objects are in the set fpijpi[aj ] � dg and each

cluster must contain more than one pivot object.

Becauses of its importance, we focus on solving

the constrained clustering involving in one existen-

tial constraint in [TNLH00]. More speci�cally, our

problem de�nition is as below.

De�nition 3.3 The Constrained Clustering

(CC) Problem Given a data set D with n objects,

a distance function df : D � D �! <, a positive

integer k, and an existential constraints EC, �nd

a k-clustering (Cl1; : : : ; Clk) such that DISP =

(
Pk

i=1 disp(Cli)) is minimized, and each cluster Cli

satis�es the constraint EC, denoted as Cli j= C.

The \dispersion" or \square-error" of cluster

Cli, disp(Cli), measures the total distance between

each object in Cli and some representative repi of

Cli, i.e., disp(Cli) de�ned as
P

p2Cli
df(p; repi).

Typically, these representatives are the centroids or

the medoids of the clusters which will minimize the

dispersion of each cluster and thus their locations

are good candidates for locating the facilities that

serve the clusters.

With the introduction of an existential con-

straint, one major complication is that instead of

being assigned to the nearest center, a pivot ob-

ject might be assigned to a cluster center which is

further away because of the need to satisfy the ex-

istential constraint. Let us consider the example

shown in Figure 3a. In the �gure, the hollow points

represent pivot objects while the solid points are

non-pivot objects. Without any constraint imposed

on the clustering, a natural way to group the points

is shown in Figure 3a. However if we impose a con-

straint that each cluster must at least contain one

pivot point, then a solution could be in Figure 3b

where one pivot point is \forced" to be in cluster

Cl2 and one in Cl3 although both these points are

actually nearer to the center of cluster Cl1. Because

of this, the constraint k-means algorithm which we

introduce in [TNLH00] �rst tries to satisfy user-

speci�ed constraint before trying to re�ne the clus-

ters by swapping objects between the clusters. In

order for the clusters to be valid after the re�ne-

ment, the swapping of the an object is only done if

the change in membership of the object does not in-

validate the user-speci�ed constraint. More details

of the algorithm can be obtained from [TNLH00].

Cl2

Cl1

Cl3

(a) Clustering without constraints.

Cl1

Cl3

Cl2

(b) Clustering with Constraints.

Figure 3: How an existential constraint a�ects

clusters.



4 Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced and studied

the problem of having user-speci�ed constraints in

geo-spatial clustering. Even though constrained

clustering problems arise naturally in practice, this

appears to be the �rst attempt to tackle these

problems. Two types of constraints are discussed in

this paper. The �rst type of constraints are imposed

by physical obstacles that exist in the region of

clustering. The second type of constraints are SQL

constraints which every cluster must satisfy. We

discuss some techniques for solving these two types

of constraints and hope that more work will be done

in these area.
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